Gospel Seeds
A Monthly Update from the Synod
A Year that is New…
One of the gifts of the New Year
is the chance to “start anew.” We
enter January as an artist facing a
blank canvas – white, fresh, clean.
The possibilities ahead are infinite.
What colors will fill in the
background? What is the subject of
the painting? Where will the brush
move us?
As I sat in worship recently we sang
Marty Haugen’s “Gather Us In.”
My imagination took ahold as I
sang the words at the end of the
second stanza, “…give us the
courage to enter the song.” I began
to wonder about the new beginnings
offered at this time of year. What
would it mean to enter the song?
Where might courage push me?
I invite you spend time pondering
Haugen’s words, his invitation to
pray for courage to be the Good
News of Jesus in a new or different
way this coming year. I am not
certain what that would look like in
your life; my guess is that it would
be different for each of us. But
what if in the midst of our daily
routines we looked for opportunities
to let the Gospel sing through our
words and deeds. No matter where
we work, or reside, or wander, or
shop, or live – each of us have
opportunities to “enter the song” by
truly loving others.
It seems to me our faith in Jesus is
not lived out through extraordinary
acts of self-sacrifice, as much as it
is lived out through the very
ordinary and mundane daily tasks
which show we love others.
Opportunities to be Christ’s love
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LSS of ND Celebrates its 100 annual parochial report. Check the
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Western North Dakota Synod is a pastor ensure this report is filed.
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church after services. This mass congregation. GIFTS helps build
breaking of bread (or lefse!) seems stronger lay leaders.
like the ideal way to celebrate a
century of partnership in bringing
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neighbors.
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If you would like to have an LSS
staff or board member present with
you on this special day call LSS.

